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Objective

A highly motivated individual with a proven ability to learn quickly, create, implement, and 
maintain procedures both old and new in any environment. I further possess the ability to meet 
heavy work assignments and deadlines under strict time constraints. In addition to my strong 
commitment and desire to succeed in every assigned task, I am able to work independently or as 
a team, with a unique ability to communicate effectively on all levels.

Skills

Bilingual in Spanish, Leadership Training, Team Player, Ability to Learn Quickly, Take Pride In Work,
Active Secret Clearance, Driven and Determined, Own Basic Tools, Ability To Drive Manual.

Work Experience

Infantry Sergeant
ABC Corporation  August 1989 – July 1996 
 Served as an automatic rifleman (M249 SAW), grenadier (M203), scout/sniper (M24 SWS), fire 

team leader, training sergeant, assistant surveillance team leader (LRSC), and team medic, 
ultimately attaining the MOS 11B2PC2B4.

 Completed basic National Registry E.M.T. and Combat Lifesaver training.
 Deployed to Saudi Arabia for Operation Desert Storm, Somalia for Operation Restore 

Hope/Continue Hope, and Prescott, Az. for a JTF-6 mission.
 Conducted roving and static security on a Hawk Missile Battery during Operation Desert 

Storm and assisted with convoy security in Somalia.
 Expired secret clearance.
 Attained the rank of Sergeant in the U.S. Army and the rank of Corporal in the Chesterfield 

County Police Department.
 Trained and maintained the records and discipline of up to 55 Marines for combat tours.

Infantry Sergeant
Delta Corporation  1988 – 1989 
 Hohenfels Germany Salary $32,000 year Assisted in training over Ten thousand troops in 

preparation for combat deployments Hand-picked by unit .
 Job details Developed and taught classes to a squad of 15 Marines.
 Assisted in conducting and overseeing training for company, carried out orders issued by the 

PLT commander, mentored and prepared Marines for .
 Utilized computers and computer software such as Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel on a 

near-daily basis to maintain records and support in training .
 Trained over 500 soldiers in the use of weapons and basic skills.
 Completed over 800 combat operations with limited casualties.
 Inspect unit OICs, RSOs and TRACR operators for proper range procedures and safety on the 

URC TRACR-enabled ranges.
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Education

High School Diploma
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